A play of hide and seek, light and dark, in and out. Helsinki Five seeks to engage discovery and close encounters between artwork and viewer, between art maker and art making.
The selection of materials speaks to Helsinki's sense of creativity. The facade employs a range of materials, including Cor-Ten steel, which has been chosen for its weathering characteristics and aesthetic appeal. The facade's design and structural elements rely on high-performance concrete products that are both durable and visually appealing. The design also incorporates vibrant and localized elements, maintaining the warmth and richness typical of the region.
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The transformation triggers the visibility of both corners and full exploration. Diversity is encouraged and the internal dynamic is created to allow natural recovery. The center of gravity moves from the front to the back, enhancing new light and air flow, creating the Tegucigalpa architecture. It is capable of creating dynamic, active space in the streets and completing a social cycle.